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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Proponents  
Moonies Hill Energy Pty Ltd (MHE) is developing the Flat Rocks wind farm project (FRWF) under a 
Joint Development Agreement (JDA) with Enel Green Power (EGP).     
 

1.2 Project Location  

The Flat Rocks wind farm development site is located 35km southeast from Kojonup, in the Great 
Southern region and spans the shires of Kojonup and Broomehill-Tambellup.  Figure 1 shows the 
location of the project. 
 
FIGURE 1: Flat Rocks Wind Farm locality map. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
Moonies Hill Energy commenced work on the Flat Rocks wind farm project with the installation of 
an 80m met mast in May 2009.  Since this time, the MHE team has worked through the various 
developmental milestones required to bring the FRWF development from planning and approvals 
to ready for construction.  Together with development partner EGP, the MHE team is pleased that 
we are now in the final stages of project development and construction planning.  The current 
project timeline shows construction to commence in Q2 2022. 
 

2.1 Project Key Milestones 
Flat Rocks Wind Farm Key Project Milestones: 

1. Commissioning of 80m Met mast to assess the site – 29 May 2009 
2. Submitted Planning Application and Environmental Impact Report for 74 WTG Flat 

Rocks wind farm to Shire of Kojonup (DB.BDA.8) – 10 November 2010 
3. EPA Determination – Minimal environmental impact deemed No Assessment or advice 

given – April 2011 
4. Unanimous approval of the Flat Rocks wind farm project development application from 

Kojonup Council - 23 November 2011  
5. Submitted Planning Application and Environmental Impact Report for 74 WTG Flat 

Rocks wind farm to Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup (ref: DP 12/01359) - 30 November 
2012  

6. Application referred for assessment by Great Southern Joint Development Assessment 
Panel (GSJDAP) following changes to the Planning and Development Regulations 2011, 
DAP Regulations – December 2012  

7. Airservices Australia updated the approach procedures for Katanning Aerodrome to 
accommodate WTG model and tip height increase – June 2013 

8. GSJDAP approved the development application of the project in the Shire of 
Broomehill-Tambellup - 29 July 2013 

9. 4-year extension to planning approval Shire of Kojonup – 22 September 2015 
10. Approved DA Map amendment, approval of missed LOTS, Shire Kojonup – 20 July 2016 
11. MHE executed Joint Development Approval (JDA) with Enel Green Power (EGP) – 2 August 

2016  
12. DA amendment approved, update WTG to V126-3.4MW and harmonized DA conditions, Shire 

of Kojonup – 7 December 2016 
13. DA amendment approved, update WTG to V126-3.4MW and harmonized DA conditions 

GSJDAP – 22 May 2017 
14. MHE executed grid connection agreements with Western power (ETAC and IWC) – 19 

August 2020. 
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3  AMENDMENTS 
3.1 Amendment of Conditions 1, 5 and 10 - Update Turbine 
Model 
A development approval amendment request and associated report, DA Amendment Report 

2021, has been submitted by MHE to update the existing development conditions to capture the 2 

year extension granted to existing development approvals by the Minister for Planning’s Clause 

78H Notice of Exemption from Planning Requirements during State of Emergency (Exemption 

Notice – Appendix I) in response to the Covid 19 pandemic and update the approved wind turbine 

model as the current model (V126 3.45MW) is no longer available from the preferred wind 

turbine supplier. Project proponents and Vestas have developed an updated two stage layout 

(Stage 1 -18 WTG & Stage 2 -24 WTG) consisting of 42 wind turbines using wind turbine sites 

approved in 2013, and in accordance with the latest development approval conditions, Appendix 

II.   

3.2 Discussion and Rationale  
As we know, 2020 with the outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic has caused many delays and 
changes to the global economy and the way we live our lives.  The WA State Government declared 
a State of Emergency in response to the COVID 19 outbreak which resulted in several exemptions 
and changes to current planning and development laws.  Of these exemptions listed in Appendix I, 
clause 4.2 has particular relevance to the Flat Rocks wind farm project as it has provided an 
exemption for proponent’s requirement to substantially commence development for an 
additional period of 2 years from current approval dates.  This is applicable to all local planning 
schemes and projects granted approval status prior to the date of notice April 2020.  As the Flat 
Rocks wind farm approval is compliant with these conditions, an amendment to Condition #1 to 
see the removal of the words ‘within 5 years of the date of this approval’ and insert a new date 
consistent with existing approval dates is requested in this application and report. 
 

4.2 In relation to an 
approved development 
application, proponents 
are exempted from the 
requirement to 
substantially 
commence 
development. 
 

All local 
planning 
schemes. 
 

1. Provided that: 
a) the original deadline for substantial commencement is 
exempted; and 
b) a new deadline for substantial commencement is 
substituted, being the original deadline as at the date of 
the Original Notice on 8 April 2020, plus a further period 
of 2 years. 
 

2. The exemption under this clause will only be available 
for development applications decided on, or before, the 
date upon which the State of Emergency Declaration 
ceases to have effect or is revoked. 
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The purpose of the amendment request is that conditions #5 and #10 be amended to include the 
use of the latest and most efficient wind turbine offering, the Vestas V150 4.2MW wind turbine, in 
place of the current Vestas V126 3.45MW model.  To accommodate the wind turbine model 
change, project proponents request that the maximum tip height of the wind turbine be increased 
by 20m, to 200m tip height. 
 
Vestas, as the largest wind turbine supplier in Western Australia, is the preferred wind turbine 
supplier for the Flat Rocks wind farm project.  Over the course of the twelve-year project’s 
development, Vestas, along with all wind turbine manufactures, have continued to develop the 
efficiency, size and capacity of onshore wind turbines offered to the global market.  The 
progression and future of wind turbine development is illustrated in Figure 2 below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Updated Wind Turbine Layout – Flat Rocks Wind Farm 
The initial wind farm layout approved for the 150MW Flat Rocks wind farm, Figure 3, consisted of 
74 Vestas V100 1.8MW wind turbines.  MHE in conjunction with Vestas and independent acoustic 
and visual impact consultants have revised the original wind turbine layout to accommodate the 
updated turbine model, V150-4.2MW, to ensure the revised layout and wind turbine model 
complies with State and Federal planning guidelines and development approval conditions, except 
for condition 5 and 10 which are the subject of this amendment request.   

FIGURE 2: Growth in size of wind turbines since 1980 
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FIGURE 3: 2013 Approved – 74 Flat Rocks Wind Farm Wind Turbine Sites. 

*Blue line shows Kojonup Shire, Broomehill-Tambellup Shire boundary 
The 2021 revised wind turbine layout being considered in this application consists of a 42 x V150 
4.2MW wind turbine layout as shown in Figure 4.   
 
Of the 42 wind turbines included in the updated layout, Stage 1 will consist of 18 wind turbines 
whilst Stage 2 allows for 24 wind turbine locations.  MHE has worked with Western Power over 
the past 18 months to seek an increased the installed capacity of FRWF Stage 1 from 42MW 
presented in the last DA Amendment request to 75MW as updated network studies showed a 
greater capacity in the transmission network following systems upgrades. The final wind turbine 
layout for Stage 1 will consist of 18 x V150 4.2MW wind turbines as shown in Figure 5.      This a 
great outcome for the Great Southern Region and the State more broadly, as it aligns with the WA 
Government’s aspirations for a zero emissions economy by 2050 and decarbonization of the 
electricity sector.   
 
Twenty-nine V150-4.2MW wind turbines could be accommodated in Stage 2 and comply with 
development conditions as shown in Figure 6.  Total installed capacity for Stage 2 will likely be 
similar to Stage 1 and is therefore anticipated to host a similar number of wind turbines as Stage 
1.  Stage 2 layout and impact reports will be revised closer to the expected construction 
commencement date. 
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FIGURE 4: Amended Flat Rocks Wind Turbine Layout – 42 x V150 4.2MW 
 (Stage 1 White markers & Stage 2 Green markers) 

 
*Pink line shows Kojonup Shire, Broomehill-Tambellup Shire boundary 
FIGURE 5: Amended Stage 1 - 18 x V150 4.2MW, 75MW Flat Rocks Wind Turbine Layout 

 
*Pink line shows Kojonup Shire, Broomehill-Tambellup Shire boundary 
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FIGURE 6: Compliant Proposed Stage 2 - 24 x V150 4.2MW, Flat Rocks II Wind Turbine Layout  

 
*Pink line shows Kojonup Shire, Broomehill-Tambellup Shire boundary 
 

3.4 Updated Turbine Specifications – Vestas V150-4.2MW 
The updated wind turbine model suitable for the Flat Rocks wind farm is the Vestas V150-4.2MW 
turbine.  Figure 7 below illustrates the specifications for the V150-4.2MW turbine.  The State’s 
two largest wind farms commissioned in 2020, Alinta’s Yandin and Synergy’s Warradarge wind 
farms, both successfully installed the Vestas V150 4.2MW wind turbines which now supply 
390MW of renewable energy into the South West Electricity System (SWIS). 
 

FIGURE 7:  Vestas V150 4.2 MW Wind Turbine Specifications 

 

Hub Height 125m 

Tip Height 200m 

Rotor Diameter 150m 

Blade length 73.7m m 
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3.5 Compliance with Regulations and DA Conditions 
The harmonised development approval conditions approved in December 2016 by the Kojonup 
Shire and May 2017 by the GSDAP, clearly states in condition 5, that should an alternate wind 
turbine be proposed the Applicant must prepare and lodge revised Noise impact studies to show 
compliance with Condition 29 noise limits.  As was the case with the previous application to 
update the wind turbine model (V126 3..45MW), MHE has commissioned a Noise Impact 
Assessment report to show compliance with condition 29 relating to noise limits, and revised 
Shadow Flicker Assessment, Zone of Visual Influence Maps and a Landscape and Visual Impact 
Reports to demonstrate that the V150 4.2MW wind turbine model and updated layout complies 
with required WAPC guidelines, and the Draft National Wind Farm Guidelines published by the 
Environment Protection and Heritage Council in 2010. The results of these reports are discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 
 

4 REVISED IMPACT REPORTS 

4.1 Noise Impact Assessment 
Herring Storer Acoustics were commissioned to assess the amended 42 turbine wind farm layout 
and updated turbine model (V150 4.2MW) for the Flat Rocks development in July 2021.  This 
report (27351-3-10226-04) in Appendix III is a revision of the previous two Noise Impact 
Assessments (21072-1-10226-04) presented for assessment of the initial wind turbine update and 
(13231-4-10226-02) submitted as part of the original layout and planning application. 
   
The revised noise impact assessment observed the noise impact at the same 33 receiver points 
identified in the vicinity of the proposed FRWF area as per the previous assessments, and 
calculated noise emissions at ‘non stake holders’ to assess compliance with background noise 
limits under all wind conditions.  Noise impact report methodology was carried out in accordance 
with the EPA of South Australia “Wind farms – Environmental noise guidelines (interim) – 
December 2007 (Guidelines) which are the guidelines recognised by the Department of 
Environment and Conservation for the assessment of wind farms.  Table 1 below shows the 
results of the noise level assessment at each identified receiver locations at noise mode 0, the 
loudest noise setting.   
 
Typically noise impact reports compare exceedance to the noise criteria based on background 
noise monitoring, with the predicted levels exceeding the criteria highlighted in red and the level 
of exceedance listed in brackets adjacent.  No such red or brackets are shown below as noise 
emissions were found to be complaint at all “non-stake holders” and “stake holder” premises and 
to comply with background noise criteria under all wind conditions.  
 
In conclusion the revised Noise Impact Assessment shows the amended 42 wind turbine layout 
and updated wind turbine model V150 4.2MW, are compliant with planning regulations, State and 
Federal, and conditions imposed under existing Local Government planning conditions.  
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TABLE 1:  Assessment of Noise Levels at Identified Receiver Locations – Noise Mode 0 
 

 
 

4.2 Shadow Flicker and Blade Glint Assessment 
DNV GL (DNV GL Australia Pty Ltd), were engaged to prepare a Shadow Flicker and Blade Glint 
Assessment (2021 10284364-AUME-R-01, Rev D - Appendix IV), to independently assess the 
expected annual shadow flicker duration and blade glint impact in the vicinity of the proposed 
FRWF development under the amended 42 x V150-4.2MW wind turbine layout. 
 
Shadow flicker involves the modulation of light levels resulting from the periodic passage of a 
rotating wind turbine blade between the sun and an observer.  The maximum potential for 
shadow flicker experienced at neighboring locations to the FRWF assessed in this report relied on 
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a geometric analysis which takes into account the relative position of the sun throughout the year, 
the wind turbines at the site, local topography, and the viewer.  It should be noted that this 
method tends to be conservative in nature and typically results in an over estimation of the 
number of hours of shadow flicker experienced at a dwelling.  The report has considered 
reductions in shadow flicker duration due to turbine orientation and cloud cover but excluded the 
reduction of shadow flicker resulting from the presence of vegetation between the turbine and 
the observer.   
 
DNVL GH adopted the Australian Draft National Wind Farm Development Guidelines published by 
the Environment Protection and Heritage Council (EPHC) as the basis for the analysis and results 
presented in the assessment of the amended layout and wind turbine model.  These Draft 
National Guidelines provide shadow flicker limits relevant to wind farm developments in Western 
Australia and propose limits of theoretical shadow flicker duration of 30 hours per year, and a 
limit of actual shadow flicker per year of 10 hours per year.  Calculations have considered whether 
a residence has either one or two stories with window heights of either 2m or 6m.  The relevant 
shadow flicker duration at a dwelling has been taken as the maximum duration occurring within 
50m of the dwelling. 
 
The theoretical and predicted actual shadow flicker durations at all dwellings identified to be 
affected by shadow flicker are presented in Table 2 below. The maximum predicted shadow flicker 
durations within 50m of these receptors is also presented in this table.   The shadow flicker values 
presented in relation to the wind farm layout and all dwellings in the near vicinity of the wind 
farm are shown in Figure 8.  This figure represents the worst case affects at 2m and 6m above 
ground at each modelling point.   
 
TABLE 2: Theoretical and predicted actual annual shadow flicker duration 
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Figure 8: Predicted actual annual shadow flicker duration map 
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The results of the DNV assessment indicate that nine of the habitable dwellings identified by 
project proponents are predicted to experience some shadow flicker based on methodology 
recommended by the Draft National Guidelines, four of which are stakeholder dwellings.  All four 
of these dwellings are predicted to experience theoretical shadow flicker within 50m of the 
dwelling that exceed the limit recommended by the guidelines.  This exceedance is reduced to 
two dwellings when cloud cover and rotor orientation are considered.  For the five non 
stakeholder dwellings predicted to experience some shadow flicker, none will experience shadow 
flicker durations above the recommended limit of 30 hours per year within 50m of the dwelling.  
When including the likely reduction due to cloud cover and rotor orientation, none of the five 
dwellings will exceed the recommendation of 10 hours per year within 50m of the dwelling.  
 
It should be noted that in certain states and jurisdictions, theoretical shadow flicker durations 
above the recommended limit of 30 hours/year may be considered acceptable for stakeholder 
dwellings.  DNV considers theoretical shadow flicker durations of up to 60 hours/year are 
acceptable for stakeholder dwellings, provided that the stakeholder is aware of and accepts, the 
increased duration.  The results of this study have been presented and discussed with both 
affected stakeholders who understand and accept the level of impact.  These stakeholders are 
considering the offer to plant trees should the effect of the existing vegetation not further 
dissipate the predicted effects.   
 
It should also be noted that the results presented in the report are a prediction of the actual 
shadow flicker duration and do not take into account potential reductions of shadow flicker 
associated with low wind speed, existing and future vegetation, or other shielding effects.  The 
values presented in this report should be regarded as conservative.   Project proponents are 
confident any impacts of the updated wind turbine model can be managed in conjunction with 
the two affected stakeholders.  One option would be the introduction of vegetation screens, a 
recommended strategy to minimise shadow flicker impacts. 
 
As the modern wind turbine blades are coated in a non-reflective paint, blade glint is not expected 
to be a problem for the amended wind turbine model or revised wind farm layout.  Project 
proponents will ensure a non-reflective finish is applied to the wind turbine blades and therefore 
blade glint is not expected to be an issue for the project. 
 

4.3 Review of Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment –  
          Based on Zone of Visual Influence Mapping 
 

Project proponents engaged William James Landscape Architects to review the 2013 Landscape 
and Visual Impact Assessment and to determine the change in visual impact resulting from the 
revised wind farm layout and updated wind turbine model, Appendix V.  The report noted as a 
general conclusion that the updated wind turbine model has resulted in fewer but larger turbines 
than the original approved model and wind farm layout. 
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The original 74 wind farm layout consisted of the Vestas V100-1.8MW wind turbine model whose 
towers were 84m high with 112m diameter blades and an overall tip height of 140m.  these 
turbines were updated in 2016 with the Vestas V126-3.45MW turbine set on 117m towers, 126m 
diameter blades and tip height of 180m.  The current wind turbine model and updated layout 
consists of 42 turbines (18 Stage 1 and 24 Stage 2) set on 125m towers, 73m blades and a total tip 
height of 200m.  Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the 2013 layout and 2021 layout respectively.  
Meanwhile Figure 9 below shows an illustrative comparison of the wind turbine models proposed 
for the Flat Rocks wind farm project during the planning period.   
 
FIGURE 9: Illustrative comparison of turbine models, Original 2013 V100, 2016 V126 and 2021 
V150 

 
 
The recent Landscape and Visual Assessment review was based on a comparison of the Zone of 
Influence (ZVI) mapping of the 2013 original wind farm layout against the revised 2021 wind farm 
layout and report, Appendix V, and a consideration of the relative impact of the substituted wind 
turbine model.  In particular, the number of turbines potentially seen from sensitive premises in 
the original layout verses the amended layout was assessed.   
 
DNV prepared the ZVI maps of the new and original layouts as shown in Figure 10 which shows 
hub height view and Figure 11 illustrating tip height views.  It should be noted that these ZVI maps 
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are based on landform only and do not assess the potential for intervening vegetation or 
structures which are known to reduce the visual impact of wind turbine layouts.  The ZVI analysis 
illustrates how many of hubs and tips respectively will be seen from given locations – in this case 
stakeholder and non -stakeholder houses rather than determine which hubs or tips can be seen at 
each location. 
 
FIGURE 10: ZVI Map for the FRWF hub height - Close View. 
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FIGURE 11: ZVI Map for the FRWF tip height - Close View. 
 

 
 
Table 3 below provides a summary of the comparison of the number of wind turbines, hub height 
and tip height, for the original 74 turbine layout and those observed in the updated 42 turbine 
layout.  The ZVI assessment indicates that all non-stakeholder houses will be less visually affected 
by the updated turbine tips in comparison to the original layout.   
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Table 3: Comparison of Zone of Influence Mapping for original and updated turbine layout 
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Table 3 shows that all non-stakeholder houses will see less turbine tips and therefore be less 
visually affected by the revised turbine layout and updated turbine model in comparison to the 
original 2013 wind farm layout. The visual impact of the updated turbine model and layout in 
relation to the hub height view under the 42 x V150 turbine layout as summarized in Table 3 
indicates that; 

- 13 out of 23 comparisons result in less hubs being visible in the 2021 layout than the 
original 74 2016 layout. 

- 6 out of 23 comparisons are less clear as the range of possible sightings has changed 
from the original layout.  However, it is most likely that less hubs will be visible with 
the updated layout. 

- 1 of the 23 non stakeholders could see more hubs than the original layout but given 
there will be fewer tips and hubs (42 vs 74), it is likely the total impact will be the same 
for the original and updated layouts.   

 
The report also discusses the visual impact of the turbine size in additional to the change in total 
number and notes that while the relative size of the wind turbines will affect the visual impact, 
this impact is less than the relative number of turbines seen from any specific site.  Therefore, as a 
general principle, it is preferable to have fewer, larger objects introduced into the landscape than 
more objects of a smaller size.   
 
The updated Landscape and Visual Impact report concluded that compared with the original 
layout, significantly fewer turbines will be visible from non-stakeholder houses with the updated 
V150 model and 42 wind turbine layout. Despite the 20m increase in turbine height associated 
with the V150 model, the relative increase is not visually significant due to the significant 
reduction in overall wind turbine numbers – 74 in 2013 versus 42 in 2021.  Based on the combined 
ZVI mapping, hubs and tip height, it can be concluded that the visual impacts of the revised layout 
will be less than the original layout when viewed from the majority of potential viewing locations, 
both public and private.  As per the previous review, in locations where there is an impact, this 
can be reduced with vegetation screening.      
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5  AMENDMENT OF CONDITIONS 
 
MHE is requesting an update to the approved wind turbine model and tip height for the Flat Rocks 
wind farm project by the following amendments to Condition 1, 5 and 10.   
 
Condition 1: 

CURRENT Condition 1: This wind farm shall substantially commence within 5 years of the 
date of this approval.  (Kojonup Approval date: 1 December 2016, Broomehill Tambellup 
Approval date: 7 March 2017) 
 
AMENDED Condition 1: This wind farm shall substantially commence by 30 November 
2023 (Shire of Kojonup) and 6 March 2024 (Shire of Broomehill Tambellup) 

 
Condition 5: 

CURRENT Condition 5: This approval is for Vestas V126 3.45MW wind turbine. Where 
the use of an alternative wind turbine is proposed, the Applicant must prepare and lodge 
with the local government a revised Noise Impact Assessment based upon the proposed 
alternative turbine, which demonstrates that that the alternative turbine can comply with 
condition 32 below. 
 
AMENDED Condition 5: This approval is for Vestas V150 4.2MW wind turbine. Where 
the use of an alternative wind turbine is proposed, the Applicant must prepare and lodge 
with the local government a revised Noise Impact Assessment based upon the proposed 
alternative turbine, which demonstrates that that the alternative turbine can comply with 
condition 29 below. 
 

Condition 10: 
CURRENT Condition 10: The maximum height of each wind turbine shall be 180 metres, 
measured from the base of the tower to the rotor tip at its maximum elevation. 
 
AMENDED Condition 10: The maximum height of each wind turbine shall be 200 metres, 
measured from the base of the tower to the rotor tip at its maximum elevation. 
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COVID Notice of Exemption 30 April 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

 

Appendix II 

Development Approval and Harmonised Conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix III 

Herring Storer Acoustics – Flat Rocks Wind Farm, Noise Impact Report 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix IV 

DNV – Flat Rocks Wind Farm Shadow Flicker and Blade Glint Assessment 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix V 

Review of Landscape and Visual Assessment 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix VI 

Zone of Visual Influence Maps 2021 
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